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Patients’

applause
Here are some of the things our patients told
us during Patient Experience Week.

Ailsa Claire
Chief Executive
Auckland DHB rates well for patient experience
I’d like to talk about a good news story that hasn’t really
had the exposure it deserves. In 2014, the Health Quality
and Safety Commission began to survey patients
of DHBs nationally on their experience of care and
treatment. The latest survey results show Auckland DHB
consistently performing above the national average
throughout the range of indicators the Commission
measures.
For one key indicator, the quality of our communication
with patients, Auckland DHB scored 8.6, compared to
the national average of 8.4. We did particularly well on
the question “Did you feel doctors listened to what you
had to say?” with 88 per cent of our patients saying yes,
as opposed to a national average of 77 per cent.
A second indicator is partnership. This is about how well
we work with patients and their families. We came in at
9 out of 10. The national average is 8.4. A key question
asked is: “Did the hospital staff include your family/
whānau or someone close to you in the discussion
about your care?” Here 69 per cent of our patients said
this happens. Nationally fewer than half the patients at
DHBs can say this.
The Commission’s work reinforces our own patient
experience survey that has run since 2011.
In June we asked our patients if they were treated with
respect or manaaki and 85 per cent of outpatients and
83 per cent of in patients said they were.
Our patients were clear what respect is. It means
listening and showing compassion. They wanted health
professionals to take care when discussing sensitive
information and to ask permission before touching them.
They were clear about lack of respect. People don’t like
to be talked down to, they don’t like to be taken for
granted, i.e. kept waiting without explanation and they
don’t like being ignored.
Improving patient experience is not only the right thing
to do, but there is also a strong link between better
patient experience and health outcomes.
Our survey backs this up, with the numbers of patients
rating their care as excellent growing. It shows that we
continue to improve when it comes to our care and
work with patients and improve the way we do it.
On the cover: Niall Wilton, clinical director of
anaesthesia and operating rooms; Prue Hames,
Operating Room Manager; and Ailsa Claire,
Auckland DHB Chief Executive. Front: Brad
Clark CEO Starship Foundation and Starship
patient, Maia Haves.
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Friend of a
cancer patient

Coronary Care
patient

@GeoffCwest - @SurfRaconteur @Akld_DHB yes
there's plenty of great things they do, starship
hospital is amazing, shout out to ward 27 at the
Starship
@SurfRaconteur - @Akld_DHB ... So professional,
thoughtful, informative, caring & attentive. Special
thanks to all those on Ward 42 especially. Thank you.
@Justina_Frost - Thanks @Akld_DHB to over 1100 of
you who let us know what you think of our cafes and
food options #healthyworkforce
@gaylelafaialii - @Akld_DHB shout out to the nurses
in ward 97 & surgical team and theatre nurses at
Auckland Hospital - excellent care!
Follow @Akld_DHB for news, patient information and more.

Art brightens the entrance
at Auckland City Hospital
Retired ophthalmologist and renowned artist
Dr Harold Coop has donated a second painting
to Auckland City Hospital. The painting, entitled
Auckland Heritage, is now in place in the
entrance on level 5 of the hospital.
Paintings can be a reminder that, although
we all have stresses, life is still good in this
wonderful country, says Dr Coop. “The painting
depicts a time when the land surrounding
the harbour was devoid of buildings, so some
imagination had to come into play. I drew on a
theme that is seen in many of my paintings that
feature pohutukawa and cliff edges.”
Ailsa Clare says Auckland Heritage will be a
bright and colourful piece of art for patients
and the public to see as they arrive in the
hospital at what can sometimes be a very
stressful time.
The unveiling of Auckland Heritage at Auckland City Hospital. From left to right: Dr Richard Frith and
Gill Naden from A+ Trust, Ailsa Claire, Mrs Coop, Dr Harold Coop, Janet Latimer, and Dr Andrew Old.

The first painting Dr Coop donated, called
Northern New Zealand, is displayed in the
Clinical Education centre.

news in brief
Digital Wall
Have you seen the new health and wellbeing space, complete with digital wall
on level 5 at Auckland City Hospital? The area was developed in response to
feedback through our Public Spaces work and is there to be used by patients,
visitors and staff.
As well as the very obvious digital display wall, the area provides a community
book exchange and a health promotion space with a ‘pop-up store’ type kiosk,
cleverly hidden in the bookshelf. There are also charging points in the bench
so people can setup their laptops and charge their phones or other devices.
For more information contact communications@adhb.govt.nz

Sustainable Transport - Give it a Go
The ‘Give it a Go’ carpooling and public transport campaigns at Auckland City
Hospital and Greenlane Clinical Centre were a big hit last month. We had more
than 100 staff signing up for the ‘Give it a Go’ public transport trial. They each
received AT HOP cards loaded with 2 weeks’ worth of travel.
We’ve also seen a new level added to carpark A. Additional parking capacity
will soon be created at our Greenlane site.
Watch out for tips to help you leave your car at home on World Car Free Day –
22 September.

Auckland DHB Rapid Response Service
Rapid Response is a new service bridging the gap between hospital and home
by providing care and support for adult patients in the community.
The service will support a safe and earlier discharge from hospital by:
Providing care to those who may need more intensive support to transition
home from hospital.
Providing support, education and advice to carers following discharge.
Delivering nursing interventions in the patient’s home, such as medication
administration, wound care.
Liaising with community care providers to ensure that the right services are
providing the right support.
The Rapid Response Team aims to see patients within two hours of them
arriving home. The team is available 8am to 8pm, 365 days a year. To refer a
patient, phone 021 193 10 25

37

applications were received for
the Health Excellence Awards
in 2014. Applications are now
open for the 2015 awards.

600

free and subsided gym
memberships on offer for
Auckland DHB staff at FitHub

1100

people completed the cafe
survey – thank you!

3000

our target for ‘likes’ on our
Auckland DHB Face Book page
by the end of August – like us
today facebook/AucklandDHB

4000

years of combined service
were celebrated at our Long
Service Awards in June.

3000

pieces of artwork on display
in our hospitals. Artwork is
donated or purchased through
the A+Trust
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Welcome
to our recent

starters
THANKS FOR JOINING US!

Benjamin Adam, Rosalind Adnitt, Siti Ahmed, Angelina Akapo,
Lamees Alafeishat, Rachel Anderson, Frances Anderson,
Hester Baalham, Eva Baculi, Amanda Bardsley, Jessica
Baron, Jigisha Barot, Chelsea Bartels, Christine Batty-Smith,
Carla Bautista, Marthinus Bekker, Charlotte Bell, Deborah
Bennett, Jourel Bernabe, Paul Blakemore, Domar Boado, Clara
Bodsworth, Kira Boland, Kelela Bourke, Claire Boyd, Noreen
Browne, Denise Buchanan, Amy Button, Joanna Byram, Oliver
Campbell, Lala Canlas, Julie Carpenter, Rosemarie Castillo,
Meenakshi Champa, Mina Chan, Fleur Chapman, April Costa,
Fiona Coulter, Susan Cowie, Maria-O Cueco, Marguerite
Dalton, Long Phi Dang, Hymavathi Danthala, Marvin De La
Cruz, Sheetal Desai, Worknesh Dinkayehu, Santha Dokka,
Alexandra Dolhun, Maria D'souza, Anne Eagleton, Helen Elia,
Therese Ellits, Edgil Estevez, Mahalakshmi Ethiraj, Lindsay
Falls, Doreen Fang, Keri Fenton, Rachael Flanagan, Sally Floyd,
Samuel Foster, Duncan Frazer, Amelia Frost, Routhelle Gaerlan,
Amanda Gales, Beverley Geiman, Monica Gelissen, Amy
George, Hilary Gerrard, Joanne Gibbs, Peter Gillan, Vania Glyn,
Jesamin Green, Katrina Gregg, Janette Groot, Neta Hannah,
Genevieve Harley, Elenoa Havea, Stephanie Haven, Natasha
Heather, Bailey Henderson, Angeline Hennessy, Kim Herbison,
Rebekka Hielkema, James Hogg, Jeroen Hondema, Howard
Hsia, Anita Humphries, Maureen Hunt, Sabine Huth, Doris
Irabor, Carmel Jacobs, Saleema Jalil, Yosheeta Jiawan, Sophie
Jillings, Deepti Jindal, Solomon Jones, Reanter Kauvaka,
Cameron Kenworthy, Rhondda Kerins, Leila Khavari, Adrienne
Killick, Ae Duk Kim, Amy Kostrzewski, Saumya Kuriakose,
Monald Kyte, Radhika Lal, Rebekah Lane, Praveen Lata, Rosica
Latchman, Christopher Ledingham, Laura Marisse Legaspi,
Jennifer Liang, Katrina Limas, Jane Liu, Rebecca Lloyd, Kelly
Lynn, Edison Magracia, Faith Mahony, Hannah Marigomen,
Thomas Martin, Cynthia Mascarenhas, Indigo Matisi, Jessica
Matthews, Deirdre Maxwell, Shannon Mayhew, John McCall,
Catherine McClymont, Stephanie McCracken, Darragh
McGuire, Tracey McIntosh, Steve Mclean, Eleanor Mendes
Goldfield, Emma Merry, Anita Misrachi, Helen Morrow, Jenine
Naidoo, Manjula Naidu, Pritesh Nathani, Sally Newell, Tara
Nikitin, Lida Nixon, Angela Oakden, Tony O'Connor, Jessica
Patten, Lief Pearson, Jessica Perillo, Laura Petitt, Joanne
Phillips, Milton Poblete, Pranoti Pradhan, Aparna Prasad,
Roshni Prasad, Vivien Presling, Nandini Puppala, Kim Purdie,
Gabrielle Puskas, Kristen Pyo, Shinayd Rackley, Alfredo Rapues,
Dione Read, Angelica Reeve, Linda Roberts, Erin Robinson,
Jenny Roeleveld, Rachel Roskvist, Kimberly Ruxton, John Sana,
Janarthanan Sathananthan, Kritika Satija, John Scarlett, Qi
Zhi See Tho, Neethu Sekhar, Rajni Sharma, Cynthia Sharon,
Sarah Sharp, Mandy Shi-McCracken, Lenelle Simpson, Kam
Siu, Vivian Small, Kim Ho So, Colin Spence, Komal Srinivasa,
Carlie Stewart, Jessica Sutherland, Antonina Taito, Timneen
Taljard, Peter Tamarua, Vicky Taylor, Matthew Teirney, Hemant
Thaker, Newman Thomas, Simon Thornley, Lindsay Thornton,
Steven Tio, Johanna Torio, Jamie Tredoux, Bianca Tuisamoa,
Mariela Valle-Soto, Sandra Van Lill, Phanuel Victor, Priscilla
Waetford, Lindi Wall, Ciara Walsh, Zhifang Wang, Courtney
Warren, Veronica Watt, Ryan Welch, William West, Robert
Weston, Megan White, Ella Wiebe, Sasini Wijayaratna, Carrie
Wilhelmsen, Tina Williams, Wendy Williams, Lacey Williamson,
Sue Wilson, Michelle Wilson, Samantha Wood, Jackie Woods,
Emma Wratt, Sarah Wright, Jannie Yuan.
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Our

local heroes

Congratulations to our June and July local heroes: Dr Suresh
Navadgi, Hepato-biliary Fellow on Ward 78, and Dr Kavin King,
Consultant Dental Surgeon for Special Needs.
Suresh was nominated by a patient’s family who said, “My wife
has had some real ups and downs with her health. We have both
witnessed some really excellent staff and high levels of care.
One of your staff has really gone the extra mile – surgeon Suresh
Navadgi, who is part of Adam Bartlett's team. Suresh personally
ensured my wife got the treatment she needed. On one occasion,
he personally escorted my wife to a follow-up ultrasound to give
my wife reassurance.”
Kavin was nominated by a patient’s family. They said, “Dr King
has been treating my sister who is intellectually and physically
disabled. Dr King is always kind and gentle with her. He exhibits
compassion and respect to his special patients in a manner that
reflects him to be a genuine and lovely man.”
June's local hero Dr Suresh
Navadgi with Ailsa Claire.

July's local hero Dr Kavin King
with Dr Andrew Old, Chief of
Strategy, Participation and
Improvement.

Congratulations to everyone
nominated as June and July
local heroes:
Anne Rutherford
Betty Just
Danny Khatibi
Epifania Harriman
Lilly Pekipaki
Dr Lynda Batcheler
Phil Lane
Veronica Tumu
Yunmei Li
Alison Whittington
Dr Anna Vosseteig
Geraldine Filipo

Graeme Bruce
Jane Wilkinson
Lydia Muller
Maria Laupua
Max Mclean
Susanne Biddick
Vimath Sequeira

local heroes is kindly
supported by A+ Trust

Green Prescriptions changing lives
Nutrition advice and support to get active is proving to be a life changer
for some patients who have been given a Green Prescription.
Sport Auckland is the Green Prescription Programme provider in the
Auckland region. Together with Auckland DHB Nutritional Service, it has
been delivering practical health workshops in the community. Sport
Auckland specialises in exercise prescription, motivational interviewing
and goal setting. To complement this, Sport Auckland GRx Registered
Dietitian delivers practical sessions that cover food-label reading, meal
planning, cooking on a budget, and a monthly practical cooking session
in the kitchen.
The free service is having a major impact on some clients’ lives...

Margaret Boyce was given
a Green Prescription
by her doctor after
being diagnosed with
Type 2 Diabetes. After
her initial kick-starter
session, Margaret was
soon walking for up to
40 minutes at a time,
attending the gym
and beginning to feel
a “real difference” in
her health. Within six
months, Margaret shed
27kg, changed her
eating patterns and meal
portions and says she
feels awesome.

Davina Collins lost more than 23kg, quit smoking, stopped
drinking alcohol and no longer has pre-diabetes. She is
hitting the gym at least four times a week, and her son
and two daughters are now also regulars at the gym.

Auckland District Health Board

Awards

2015

Keron Pritchard attended the workshops and has lost
more than 57kg. He attributes much of that to being
better educated about healthy food choices and
making physical activity a priority in his day. Keron now
mentors his sister who has already lost more than 15kg.

We want to
celebrate your
excellence and
innovation.
Apply now!
Categories are:
Excellence in clinical care

Who can get a Green Prescription?
To qualify, patients must…
Be at least 18 years of age and currently inactive
Have a medical condition that would benefit from an active
lifestyle (e.g. obesity, diabetes)
Be at risk of developing a medical condition
Medical conditions are stable
Any health professionals can refer to Green Prescription. For
more information, contact Sport Auckland on (09) 623 7956 or
www.sportauckland.co.nz.

Excellence in community
health and wellbeing
Excellence in process and
systems improvement
Excellence in research
Excellence in the workplace

Applications close 18 September 2015
Visit http://excellenceawards.adhb.govt.nz
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Celebrating Long Service

In June we had the enormous pleasure of thanking some of the members of
the Auckland DHB team who have worked at the DHB for more than 20 years.
In total we celebrated more than 4000 years’ service, with two members of
staff having been with us for a remarkable 50 years.
The events were an excellent opportunity to thank our staff, and a time for
them to celebrate with their family and friends, says Ailsa Claire. “In the runup to the Long Service events, I’ve spent quite a few hours reading about the
people who have dedicated more than 20 years’ service to our patients as
I’ve been writing cards for each individual. It’s been really nice to see how
people’s careers have progressed. Some of them have stayed here for their
entire careers and others have gone away for a short time and come back to
share new learning and experience.”
The Long Service recognition is an ongoing process as we catch up in
recognising the long service of almost 900 members of the DHB team. We
will be holding further events in October for surnames N to Z. If you have
any questions about Long Service or think you may have been missed, please
email LongService@adhb.govt.nz

Frances Buchanan celebrating
50 years' service
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Cardiac ultrasound beds funded by Hector Trust
Heart patients and sonographers are finding their ultrasound scans
much easier to perform thanks to a fleet of five new specialist cardiac
ultrasound beds provided by the Hector Trust.
At a cost of $12,500 each, the new beds have electronically operated
support and lift sections. These make life easier for both the patients
and their sonographer, who can maintain the patients in the correct
position for optimum results.
Alan Gadsdon, a trustee for the Hector Trust, says the money was well
spent. “Our focus is supporting hospital services to make the patient
experience better,” he says. “We were pleased to see the difference
the new beds make.”

The Hector Trust was established in 1987 by Alan’s mother, Margaret.
Albert, her husband and Alan’s father, was a regular patient of the
then Greenlane Hospital’s cardiac department after suffering from
rheumatic fever as a young man. Margaret put her efforts into
fundraising, and the Trust grew from there with more than $2 million
raised to date. As in 1987, the main source of fundraising is the
market stalls that can now be found at Greenlane Clinical Centre,
North Shore Hospital and Middlemore Hospital. In the early days,
Margaret had her own stall selling lace and lace products.
Margaret passed away in 2005 and Alan and his brother Paul and
other family members have continued her work. “I’ve got a great job,”
says Alan. “I get to give money away to make patients’ lives better.”

New monitors improve patient safety
Patient care monitors are being upgraded at Auckland City
Hospital to help improve patient safety.
A project team, led by cardiothoracic anaesthetist Dr Alastair
McGeorge, has partnered with medical and safety technology
company, Dräger, to provide a significant boost in the DHB’s
medical technology capability for years to come.
The Infinity Acute Care Monitoring System allows for a
single monitor to follow the patient during the entire care
pathway to minimise undetected events, maintain constant
visualisation of the patient’s vital signs and provide a
complete patient record. The concept system means there is
no need to change monitors or cables on transfer.
“We’ve been planning for the new patient care system over the
last few years now and are pleased to have started installation
in AED and NICU,” says Alastair. “The installation team will
now work closely with other services and departments at the
hospital over the coming year to ensure a smooth transition
to the new system.”
Installation is expected to complete by June 2016. More
information for staff can be found on the Intranet.

“

“

“It’s great to finally have the
monitors here. The reaction
from staff has been great and
we find them very intuitive to
use. The transport module is
a real benefit for us given we
transfer patients so frequently
in and around the hospital.”
Owen Doran,
Senior Medical Officer, AED

“We love them, they’re great from the
transport perspective, we can just
disconnect and then away we go. We
also have a central monitor here in NICU
so we can work across all three rooms
ensuring the safe monitoring of care.”
Shirley Wilson (L),
Clinical Charge Nurse, NICU
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Best use of time, all the time
Patients and clinicians are making better use of their time at Starship’s
Gastroenterology Service thanks to recent improvement initiatives.
With the development of new acceptance referral criteria and clinic
audits, Auckland DHB improvement specialist, Paul Birch, and Service
Clinical Director, Dr Helen Evans, found that more than 40 per cent of
children referred into the service were being seen unnecessarily.
Together with Starship Children Health’s Director of Primary Care, Dr
Barnett Bond, paediatric gastroenterologist, Dr Simon Chin, and other
gastroenterologists, doctors and other clinicians across the northern
region, they have now developed new referral criteria, pathways and
processes for a range of conditions managed by the service.
“By introducing these clearer pathways and processes we are seeing
a much better use of everyone’s time,” says Paul. “Patients are waiting
less and not having to make unnecessary visits to the service. Starship
clinicians are now able to focus much more of their time on the more
specialist cases, as they should be.”
The work has created the opportunity to develop a new national
intestinal failure service as well as beginning work on developing
new clinical pathways for children’s endoscopies, coeliac disease and
inflammatory bowel disease.
Designed
together:
Support packs
for newly
diagnosed
children.

Starship’s unique partnership with Coeliac NZ

The new regional clinical pathway for children with coeliac disease is
the first to be developed. It’s led to a unique contractual partnership
with Coeliac NZ (CNZ) to provide better access and support for the
diagnosis and management of children with coeliac disease.
It ensures more consistent care for everyone and better support in the
community, with Starship as the diagnostic centre only and all future
management in primary care by GPs, community dieticians and CNZ.
A new e-referral system and CNZ’s recent web upgrade ensures the
very best and most up-to-date information reaches patients following
diagnosis.
As a minimum, Auckland region patients will now receive:
Free membership with CNZ (for the first 12 months following diagnosis)
A CNZ support pack designed in partnership with Starship’s
gastroenterologists, dietitians and CNZ
Allocation of a local CNZ-trained peer support person
24/7 telephone support
Access to all CNZ events
Referral to community dietitians across the region
The new partnership also provides free membership to GPs and
paediatricians nationally as well as dietitians across the region.
Dr Mike Shepherd, Children’s Service Director - Medical, says: “The
impressive results we’re seeing from this work demonstrates the
commitment of Paul, Helen and the team to improve the service for the
better. More streamlined and seamless processes make it better for our
clinicians, our patients and their families, and that’s what it’s all about.
We look forward to seeing more of this type of work in the future.”

A unique partnership (L-R): Gastroenterologist Dr Simon Chin, Carl Sunderland - General Manager
Coeliac NZ, Kim Herbison - Paediatric Dietitian and Paul Birch – Improvement specialist.
Absent: Dr Barnett Bond and Dr Helen Evans.
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Kindness
Dr Lester Levy, Board Chair

‘The smallest act of kindness is worth more than the grandest
intention.’ Oscar Wilde
If you are fortunate enough to be on the receiving end of
kindness, it is more likely that you will also be kind to others. In
our environment it is critical that all of us, whether we directly
interface with patients or not, are compassionate. I struggle to
understand how it would be possible to consistently treat our
patients, their families and whānau with compassion if we do
not treat each other with kindness.
It is an intuitively appealing and understood concept that kindness
in the workplace will have a positive impact. However, do we spend
enough time thinking about the impact of a lack of kindness in
the workplace? A lack of kindness in the workplace does affect
relationships adversely and results in at best, indifference and
unpleasantness and at worst meanness and cruelty.
It is not too difficult to ‘connect the dots’ between unkindness
and bullying, which often starts in the common practice of
constantly criticising others. This frequently spirals to behaviour

which intimidates or humiliates others and makes them feel
unsafe and vulnerable.
Workplace bullying studies in New Zealand have revealed
that bullying is relatively common in certain industry sectors,
of which healthcare unfortunately is one. Other research has
demonstrated that New Zealand has very high rates of reported
workplace bullying compared to other countries.
Bullying is completely unacceptable and a health and safety
problem. The Auckland DHB Board and I have placed a high
priority on health and safety, which includes identifying and
eliminating any bullying within Auckland DHB.
Being accountable and receiving constructive criticism is part of
the necessary, healthy operation of a normal organisation. This is
as an important part of people’s development and do not forget
the power of motivational feedback.
I am sure we all would like a workplace environment where there is
a lot more kindness and no bullying and the Board is determined
to achieve this aspirational goal. One of the exhilarating aspects
of kindness is that it is contagious – the kinder you are to people
the more that kindness spreads. Be intentional about ensuring
that you are kind, be careful not to bully, because ultimately this
organisation will hold you to account for that bullying behaviour.
I will conclude with a quote from Keith Harrell (Dr Attitude), ‘A
dead battery can't charge a dead battery.’ Fundamentally you
always have a choice between having a negative attitude to your
work colleagues or channelling your own resources and vitality
to craft a positive attitude to your work colleagues. That choice is
likely to have a big impact on whether or not our patients, their
families and whānau are treated with compassion.

Starship operating theatres fit for 21st century care
Starship patient Maia Haves, aged 4, helped to officially open the upgraded
and expanded operating rooms at Starship Children's Hospital.
Following a fall off her bike, Maia has had three operations the two of which
were in Starship's upgraded operating rooms. The upgrade cost a total of $9
million, of which $3.1 million was donated by the Starship Foundation charity
with the remaining $6.9 million funded by Auckland District Health Board.
The project not only provides state-of-the-art operating rooms and
equipment, but also an environment focused on the needs of children and
their families.
Dr Niall Wilton, Starship's clinical director of anaesthesia and operating
rooms, says the new operating room would be used mainly for spinal surgery
and other orthopaedic operations. The extra space would increase the
patient capacity of the operating rooms by 15 per cent.
Chief Executive Ailsa Claire says it’s a credit to the professionalism and hard
work of the staff that they continued to do great work at a busy time in the
middle of the building work.
The project team and staff had met the challenges of the complex rebuild
so well that it had been completed four month’s early. “This shows how well
all those involved were able to work together to reach a great shared goal,
says Ailsa.
Thank you to the Starship Foundation, the New Zealand Herald and the many
generous New Zealanders who had helped make the upgraded operating
rooms a reality.
Operating room upgrade summary
Upgrades to four of the six existing theatres
Addition of a seventh theatre
Installation of new LED lighting sets. These also have a camera that can
project video of the surgery to screens beside the surgeon and on the
theatre wall
Improvements to the air-conditioning and storage areas
Upgrade of the preoperative area, including private spaces and a play area
for children
Expansion of the post-anaesthetic care unit.
10 / NOVA / AUGUST/SEPTEMBER

Inside the new Operating Room.

Balancing patient demand with clinical staff supply
Work-life balance is something Brenda Hall knows a bit about. Since her
nursing graduation, she’s been balancing busy roles and further study,
gaining a BHS in nursing and a post-graduate qualification in healthcare
management.
“Balance is something I am passionate about and it’s at the heart
of my work here in the discovery phase for Care Capacity Demand
Management at Auckland DHB,” she says.

Care Capacity Demand Management is all about improvement:
improving the quality of the information from wards and units for use
in planning
improving systems and processes for forecasting of demand
getting the base staffing right
reducing variance
improving responses when variance occurs.

Chief of Nursing Officer Margaret Dotchin says it’s important to
acknowledge the origins of this work. It all began with the Safe Staffing
and Healthy Workplaces Inquiry of 2005, which was the result of an
agreement between DHBs and the New Zealand Nurses Organisation
(NZNO). This led to the establishment of the Safe Staffing and Healthy
Workplace Unit, which developed the Care Capacity and Demand
Management framework and tools.
“While nurses have led the way, all staff now have the opportunity to
contribute,” says Margaret. “I encourage doctors, and allied health and
administrative staff to learn more and to look for ways to participate in
the programme as it develops at Auckland DHB.”
Brenda has worked on busy teams putting Care Capacity and Demand
Management into place at several other DHBs. She’s managed those
projects without falling into the trap of working many additional hours.
“Walk the talk, in other words,” says Brenda. “We’ve got to maintain our
life outside work so that we have the capacity to do the best job we can.”

New Meals on Wheels service gets a ‘thumbs up’
A refreshed Meals on Wheels service launched at the end of
July is proving very popular with the recipients who receive
Auckland DHB's daily hot meals service.
The improved menus, provided by Compass Group NZ, have
been developed with the needs of older adults in mind
and meet, or exceed, strict Ministry of Health nutritional
specifications.
The new meal options offer increased choice and include
a mix of traditional favourites with recipe improvements
and more vegetarian options. Special dietary requirements,
including allergies, continue to be catered for.
There is no change to the price, quality or size of the meals,
says Emma Davidson, Meals on Wheels Service Development
Manager. “We’ve received some great feedback since we
launched in July and I’m looking forward to receiving more
comments that will help us improve the service further.”
Dedicated Meals on Wheels volunteers continue to play an
integral role in delivering hot meals to people across the
Auckland central area.

“
“

"Thank you very much for the
lovely meals, especially the
sweets, they are wonderful."
Mrs Keegan, Meals on Wheels
recipient in Mount Wellington
(pictured)

“The new food is so nice and
Tuesday's meal (Pork Loaf with
Cranberry Glaze) was the best
meal I've had.”
Mrs Walker, another satisfied
customer.

Maud Burke, Red Cross Volunteer Meals on Wheels Driver delivering
Moroccan lamb casserole to Mrs Keegan.
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21-25
September
2015
This is a week for our staff to focus on their wellbeing. Get
advice and inspiration from our guest speakers, including
Robin Youngson, anaestheologist and founder of hearts
in healthcare Silver Ferns - Maria Tutaia, and our own Dr
Tony Fernando. Get involved in workshops and activities
throughout the week and pick up lots of tips to improve
your wellbeing!
Visit the wellbeing page on the intranet to find out more.

Auckland
DHB

expo

If you have a story to share with the Auckland DHB Team please contact the Communication Team on ext 26556,
email communications@adhb.govt.nz or write to us: Level 2, Building 16, Greenlane Clinical Centre.
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